A model based algorithm for perfusion estimation in interventional C-arm CT systems.
Interventional C-arm CT imaging, today, plays an important role in the diagnosis and treatment of patients. The main part of the 3D imaging techniques, currently used in interventions, are morphological imaging techniques. So far, the ability for functional or perfusion imaging is limited, e.g., only static cerebral blood volume measurement [A. S. Ahmed, Y. Deuerling-Zheng, C. M. Strother, K. A. Pulfer, M. Zellerhoff, T. Redel, K. Royalty, D. Consigny, M. J. Lindstrom, and D. B. Niemann, "Impact of intra-arterial injection parameters on arterial, capillary, and venous time-concentration curves in a ca480 nine model," AJNR Am. J. Neuroradiol. 30, 1337-1341 (2009)] is available. The sample rate of current C-arm CT systems is not fast enough yet to measure dynamic parameters like cerebral blood flow using standard Feldkamp reconstruction. The authors propose a reconstruction algorithm that models the time-dependent attenuation values of each voxel using a gamma-variate function. The method can be divided into a segmentation-based initialization and an iterative optimization step. For the initialization, a threshold-based segmentation of vessel, tissue, and nondynamic structures (e.g., bone and air) is performed on the filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstructions. For each of these regions, homogeneous time-attenuation curves are estimated to initialize all the voxels within the region. The scaling-factor is then adjusted for each voxel using the attenuation values of the static reconstructions. The second part of the algorithm is an iterative optimization of the gamma-variate parameters of each voxel, based on a simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique. Within each iteration, a Levenberg optimization is applied to minimize the backprojected errors. The algorithm is quantitatively evaluated with simulated forward projections as well as real C-arm CT projection data. In the phantom experiments, penumbra and infarct core could be segmented with an adjusted Rand index of up to 0.95 for a noise level of 10(5) photons. Perfusion CT data sets from three patients were used to compare the iterative reconstruction approach to the interpolated FBP reconstruction using different sweep times. In their experiments, a sweep time of 4 s using iterative reconstruction would be equivalent to that using interpolated FBP with a sweep time of around 1 s. The reconstruction results of the animal study are compared to a perfusion CT acquisition, sampled with 1 frame per second. A correlation coefficient of 0.75 between the original and the reconstructed CBF-maps could be reached with the iterative approach compared to 0.56 using the interpolated FBP reconstruction. In their experiments, the quality of dynamic perfusion measurements was improved using the proposed reconstruction algorithm compared to static reconstruction followed by interpolation. It could be used to increase the temporal resolution of current C-arm CT system without hardware modification to make them feasible for dynamic perfusion measurement. Furthermore, radiation dose could be reduced using their method to increase temporal resolution than using static reconstruction with a higher sampling frequency.